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WHEN MR. CUPID COMES TO TOWN.

Words by
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Intro. Mod.

Voice

Mister Cupid was awfully stupid when he came into town,
Ser - a - nad-ing they went par - ading a - long the vil - lage streets,
Each

never phoned or even sent us word,
girl is in her go to meet - ing gown,
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Lyric by THOS. J. KENNEDY.

Melody by CHAS. O'DONNELL.

Slow with expression

This faded rose brings memories of a
I wonder if you ever dream of

love that's lost to me, Of days when we two vowed we'd love un-
days that used to be, When I was all the world to you and
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Only a rose in a vase of gold, Just a per-

fume from the days of old, She never knew of an
aching heart, she never knew it was hard to part,

Faded away in the dreary past, Where lost loves are never

told, Tho' her heart doesn't pine, there is love still in mine, For a

rose in a vase of gold. gold.
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Respectfully dedicated to Miss Bert Craig.

DON'T FORGET TO WRITE
(THE LOVE LETTER SONG)

Words and Music by
ALBERT HOCKEY & THOS. KENNEDY

Moderato

Sweetheart, feeling kind of blue, Wondering if the tale of love you
told was true, My heart is always pine dearie Just to have you near,
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